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јಶ።
ି͢ګڒ̂ጯலຽޢĂᏴፄಶҹٛఈэ̂Ăྍ
७༊ॡߏϮ̼࠹ᙯᅳા۞ࢦᗉĂ͍ѣᙯϮ̼யຽ۞ሤ˧ጯ
ࡁտ̚ĂೀҜି࠹༊ĂΒ߁ W.C. Edmister ă R. N.
Maddox ă K. C. Chaoă J. Erbar ă R. L. RobinsonඈˠĄڒ
ିАޢरְ Edmister  Robinson Ăдࣇ۞ጱ˭Ăϒё
ତᛈ̼̍זሤ˧ጯ۞ᅳાĂ͍ߏ༊ॡᄂ៉ጯϠऴ۞၁រ
͞ࢬĄ౾̀ኢ͛ੵ˞၁រĂ˘̂ొ̶ߏࢍሤ˧ጯĂαѐ࣒
ຽഇมĂᒔৈࠤкĄ༊ॡಶٺҹٛఈэ̂рೀҜТ
ጯĂౌጯѣჟĂܑனҒĂ˵ֽޢјࠎሤ˧ጯࠧ۞ЩˠĂ
т B. I. Lee (Lee-Kesler Equation)ă Han (Han-Starling
Equation)ă H. G. Rackett (Saturated-liquid Volume)ඈĄࡁտ
ٙ۞ିֈᄃૄώቚĂಧؠ၁۞ૄᖂĂ
ѣӄࡁޢ͟ٺտ̍үਕՀึӀซҖĄ

Ŝ
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லຽޢĂିڒАдϓ७ЇିĂ
߱ഇมࢋ۞̍үĂߏଂְѣᙯঈ̼
̈́୵̼ᄦ۞ࡁտĂд 70 ѐĂѩࠎໂ
߄ጼّᄃࢦࢋّ۞ᅳાĄϤ࣎ٺฟ
ؕĂିڒ˧ٺ࠹ᙯ۞ࡁտ̍үፋፋ
ˬ˩ѐĄ 1974 ѐд Rice ̂ጯĂેҖ͇ঈ
୵̼ᄦ۞ր࠹πᏊࡁտࢍ൪ĂԆј͇
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ঈĞϥğ/ ˟উ̼۞ঈ / ୵ / ࠹πᏊณീĄֱҲᇴ
ፂࠎྋՙ୵̼ᄦЯДĞ˟উ̼ğ۞ԛј҃ౄјրඕ
ࣜ۞યᗟĂ೩ֻᙯᔣ۞ૄᖂྤफ़Ąྍࡁտඕۡ˘ڍᇃజᑕ
ϡĂ၆୵̼͇ঈᄦࡁ൴ăనࢍ̈́ፆүĂᚥ։кĄ
ϤٺਕĞϮڵğП፟Ă઼࡚߆عԸˢ̂ณྤĂ
൴णਕ̈́ਕĄࠎЯᑕ߆عਕඉரĂିڒצ
ད ٺPurdue ̂ጯĂםӄޙϲᑅ / ࡁտވĂయณ
ീ̈́ᙯᓑঈ̼̈́୵̼ᄦٙᅮ̝ሤ˧ጯّኳĄ၁រ
ፆү୧ІĂޘ྿ 450ƨĂᑅ˧྿ 350 atm Ăᅈ
࿅ٙѣߊѣ྅ཉ̝ໂࢨćТॡĂր˫ӣѣ̂ณ۞୰
ঈĂ၁រ̍ү۞Пᐍّӧᙱܧౌޘ૱Ăໂ߄ጼ
ّĄିڒ۞၁រވҹڇٙѣ۞ӧᙱĂ྿јЇચĄࡁտ Ŝ 2005̼̍ጯົѐົ
јࠎڍనࢍ୵̼ᇄ(т઼࡚ਕొ͚ٙೀ࣎̂ݭ
୵̼ࢍ൪̈́ϔม̳ΦExxonă Amocoă Chevronඈ̼ᄦ)
೩ֻૄᖂᇴፂĂٙޙϲ̝၁រր̈́ҋҖనࢍă྅̝၁រ
న౯Ăߏϫ݈͛ᚥᐂ˯ٙਕ྿ז/ᑅ۞ໂࢨĄк
ѐֽĂྍ၁រր̈́ณീ̝ᇴፂĂ˘ۡᇃࢦצෛᄃ͔ϡĄ҃
дঈ̼ᄦ̝ሤ˧ጯࡁտ͞ࢬĂјڍϺ࠹༊ᖳჇĄ߷ܧ
SOSALঈ̼ᇄ̝నࢍĂڻϡྍࡁտјڍĂ҃ିڒҋ྅̝
ঈ̼၁រన౯Ăϫ݈̏ᇃజֹϡٺᓜࠧ߹វපפĄିڒ
ЇିPurduêጯ˟˩кѐĂણᄃٕ۞ࡁտࢍ൪ᔘΒ߁
ᓜࠧ߹វдࢴݡăᘽ̈́ۏϠԫ࠹ᙯᑕϡĞт୭ෂăߖ
Ғඈğ˵ᒔ࠹༊јڍĂᑕϡᇃھĄ
ЯࠎֱјಶĂିڒкѐצདፉЇ઼࡚
߆عĞਕొᄃྺຽొğ࠹ᙯᅳા۞ᜪય/ Ꮩྙ
؎ࣶĂ˵അᒔ઼࡚ Exxon ă Amoco ă Chevron ඈ̳Φٕૄܑ̝ົܛĄܕѐֽ۞ਕП
፟Ă࠹ᙯࡁտГזצໂࢦޘෛĂֱјڍ
˵υ˘Гజ͔ϡĂ่̙Ξͽםӄਕ۞ᑕϡ
ᄃଯणĂՀࢦࢋ۞ߏ̼פϮ፼फ़Ăјࠎ̼̍
யຽ۞ࣧफ़ֽĄ
Ŝ

ᅳέ៉ܑဥણΐཌྷ̂Ӏ઼ᅫ̍ିֈ̈́ԫఙࡁ

1994ѐିڒᑕ઼ࡊົ̝དܔέĂፉЇࡁ
տᓾळĂםӄೀٙጯ७ޙϲሤ˧ጯࡁտֱ˘۞ވณീրĄ
ିڒޢ઼ܔĂొЊԫఙ͔ซᄂ៉Ăᚶᜈ൴णĄੵ˞ሤ˧
ጯ͞ࢬ۞࠹ᙯࡁտ̈́ᓜࠧ߹វԫఙ۞ฟ൴Ă֭˧ٺΐૻ
ጯఙࠧᄃயຽ̝ࠧЪүĂםӄຽࠧĞтᄂ៉ߋܜϮ̼ăᄂ៉
Ϯ̼ඈ̳Φğᄦฟ൴ਕ˧̝೩̿ĂТॡ˵˘ۡણᄃםӄ̍
ࡁੰ̼̍ٙᄦࡁ൴̍үĄ࿅Νᄂ៉۞ሤ˧ጯࡁտĂҋҖ൴
णᄦ̙֭ࢦڦזצĂགྷ࿅̂छೀѐֽ۞Ӆ˧Ăֱᅳા۞
൴ण̏ѣ۞֖ܜซՎĂдᓜࠧ߹វԫఙᑕϡ͞ࢬĂϫ݈д
ᄂ៉˵᎕ໂдࡁ൴Ăͷ̏ѣ၁ᅫјڍĄ
ିڒ።ѐֽፉЇ઼̼̚ጯ̍ጯົநְă૱ચநְă
ઘநְܜăநְܜĂ̼̍ົᄫĞJ. ChIChEğበᏭ؎ࣶăઘᓁ
በᏭ̈́൴ҖˠĞ̼̍ົᄫ̼̈́̍ົΏğĂᏱ̼̍ѐົĂણ
ᄃкีጯົጯఙ߿જĞтᓾ௫ăႊᓾăᚯᏱٕጯఙົᛉ

ࡊԫˠ͛ᙯᘃд̮ڌ
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ඈğĂ֭ࠎ̼̍ົᄫ̼̈́̍ົΏበкഇΏĄ͍д 1996
ѐމळበ̼̍ົᄫ 27 סௐ 4 ഇĂᔛኛ͟ώăΐो̂ă઼̚
̂ౙă઼࡚ඈ઼̝ሤ˧ጯࢦณ৺ጯ۰ԸቇĂ౹ົᄫ઼ᅫ̼۞
ࢵּĂםӄົᄫЕˢ SCI Ąିڒϫ݈ፉЇ઼̍̚रጯົ
ЩநְĂ઼̍̚ጯΏĞJCIEğበᏭ؎ࣶĂ̈́͟ώ Journal
of Chemical Engineering ඈഇΏ઼̝ᅫበᏭᏙᛉ؎ࣶĄ
ିڒഅкѨણᄃ̂ጯĞ˘ਠ̂ጯᄃࡊԫ̂ጯ / ԫఙጯ
ੰğෞᝥ̍үĂͽ̈́ፉЇ̫ѐିޘֈొĶ̂ጯ७ચෞᝥఢထ
ᄃ၁߉ࢍ൪ķ઼ϲ̂ጯ̝ෞᝥ؎ࣶĂඈିֈෞᝥ͕̼̍̚
ఢထ؎ࣶඈĂТॡ˵ણᄃఢထିֈొ̝Ķԫᖚିֈኝᅟ
ତķࡁտ̈́Ķ̼̍ିֈԼซķࢍ൪Ăበᇤ̍щᒖܲିՄĂ
ĞٕВТğώ७кีࢦᕇࡁտࢍ൪Ğᓁࡁտགྷ࿅
˟ᆆ̮ğĂ၆ିٺֈăڇચăࡁտӮᒻड़ᄃᚥĄ
ܕѐֽĂିڒצᔛд઼̰γĞ࡚ăΐăᇇă
፫̈́̂ౙğᓝᏱ۞઼ᅫົᛉ̚ፉЇInvited SpeakerĂ
֭Ї 2001 ChemTech Conference (Chicago USA) ̂
ົВТˠ̈́ᗟႊᓾˠĂᅳᄂ៉ܑဥણΐ
2002 International Symposium on Engineering Education and Technology in the 21st Century (Florence
Italy)Ăͷ൴ܑᗟႊᓾĂϫ݈ፉЇֲ͉̼̍ᓑ༖ந
઼ְ̈́ᅫ̼̍ᓑ༖ጱ؎ࣶĞInternational Advisory
CommitteeğĂ၆ଯજ઼ᅫጯఙϹ߹Ъүᚥ։кĄ

Ŝ

2001ChemTechࡁົВТयĞۿΐ࣯ğ

ିڒഅ ٺ2001 ѐᒔ̼̍ጯົܑၓ၆̼̍ய
ຽ̍ԫఙ̝൴णᄃିጯࡁտ̝מᚥ۞Ķܛฟ
ࡻረķĄ 2002 ѐᒔᏴࠎĞјΑ̂ጯğ
ĶϮؼπିᓾ
ळķĂ઼̈́̍̚रጯົĶ̍ିረķĄ

វᚥְᖹ
˘ăેҖ͇ঈ୵̼ᄦ̝࠹πᏊҖࠎࡁտĂםӄྋՙ
୵̼࿅ĂЯД̝ԛјĂౄјրඕ̝ࣜયᗟĄ
˟ăณീ̈́ᙯᓑঈ̼̈́୵̼ᄦٙᅮ̝ሤ˧ጯّ
ኳĂࠎనࢍঈ̼̈́୵̼ᇄ೩ֻૄᖂᇴፂĂםӄ
ਕ۞ᑕϡᄃଯणĄ
ˬăฟ൴ᓜࠧ߹វԫఙăᑅ߹វّኳณീԫ
ఙĂ೩̿ጯఙࡁտͪĄ
αăܔέޢࢋࡁտ̍үΒ߁ᓜࠧ߹វдϠ̼̍ຽ۞
ࡁտăϠ̼ͅᑕăېၗ͞ёă࠹πᏊĞՠ / ୵ă
୵ / ୵ă / ୵ğ̈́ᑕϡăᑅ˭߹វޘă࿅౺
ሤ↗ă؉Ѽᄦ౯ԫఙă࠹ொᖼҖࠎă̶ّߖ
फ़дᓜࠧ߹វ໘ྋޘඈĂӮᒔ၁ᅫјڍĄ
̣ăૻ઼̼̰யຽᄃጯࠧมᓑᘭĂᒺ̈ᅣĂםӄயຽ
ᄦࡁ൴Ă၆઼̰̼̍၁ચѣពᚥĄ
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̱ăଯજ઼ᅫጯఙϹ߹߿જĂ̙ዶ˧ĂјڍĄፉ
Ї઼ᅫ̼̍ᓑ༖ந઼ְ̈́γ̂ጯ̝ Board of ExaminersඈᖚҜĄ֭ܳј̼̍ົᄫĞJournal of ChIChEğ
઼ᅫ̼Ăᔛኛ઼ᅫሤ˧ጯࢦณ৺ጯ۰ԸቇົᄫĂם
ӄົᄫЕˢ SCI Ą
˛ăםӄ̳ߋܜΦ̈́έϮ̼̳Φࡁ൴পϡ̼ጯڳݡᕇ
ј̶̶̝ᗓԫఙĂ֭ᄃ̍ࡁੰ̼̍ٙЪүฟ൴ᓜ
ࠧߖҒԫఙĄ
ˣăፉЇ߆ܝొعĞт઼ࡊົăିֈొጯᆶົăགྷᑻొ
ඈಏҜğ̈́ೀٙ̂ጯ̝Ꮩᛉ؎ࣶĂڇચயءጯࠧĄ

ࡁտण୕
ϫ݈ซҖ̈́̚Ϗֽˬѐ۞ࡁտᗟĂΒӣ˭Е̣̂ีĈ
˘ăᓜࠧ߹វᑕϡԫఙ۞ૄᖂࡁտ
1. ؉Ѽ৺ߖăᗞफ़۞ᄦ౯
2. ᓜࠧߖҒԫఙ۞ᑅՠπᏊࡁտ
3. ᓜࠧ߹វප۞פᑅՠ୵πᏊࡁտ
4. ᓜࠧ߹វдϠ̼̍ຽ۞ᑕϡࡁտ
˟ăͅᑕّᄐᗣ۞ૄᖂࡁտ
1. ܧӮ࠹ᛈಫ۞જ˧Җࠎࡁտ
2. ܧӮ࠹ᛈಫ۞ӛܢҖࠎࡁտ
3. ᐌҡ̼ጯͅᑕ۞к࠹ВхπᏊࡁտ
4. ͅᑕّᄐᗣԔ۞ฟ൴
ˬăপঅ̶ᗓ࠹۞ڱπᏊّኳࡁտ

Ŝ

έࡊ̂ௐ˘Ї७ܜౘᆹщܔ७Ъᇆ

1. පפඕ୵۞ڱᄃՠ୵࠹πᏊࡁտ
2. ႦᕇЪ۞ۏՠ୵࠹πᏊࡁտ
3. ΐៃ̝ͪ໘୵ր۞ՠ୵ă୵୵ᄃՠ୵୵࠹πᏊ
ࡁտ
4. ࠹ொᖼҖࠎ۞ࡁտ
αă̶̄ࡁ۞ّۏտ
1. ܜᙥ۞̶̄ݭཝሀᑢࢍზ
2. ̶̄໘୵ᄃЪ۞ّۏۏ၁រณീ
3. າ̶̄ېၗ͞ё۞ଯጱ
̣ăЪۏ࿅౺ሤ↗̝ณീᄃᙯᓑ

ࡊԫˠ͛ᙯᘃд̮ڌ
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ረຏ֏
࣎ˠд઼࡚PurduêጯЇିкѐĂᑕ઼ࡊົ̝དኛ
઼ܔĂАޢдᄂ៉̂ጯ̈́ᄂ៉ࡊԫ̂ጯፉЇ઼ࡊົࡁտ
ᓾळĄѣຏ઼̰ٺሤ˧ጯ۞࠹ᙯࡁտ̪ื೩̿Ăՙٸؠ
ୢ Purdue ̂ጯିᖚĂаזᄂ៉Ըˢିֈ̍үĂдᄂ៉
ࡊԫ̂ጯ።Ї̼̍րЇăઘ७̈́ܜ७ચᜪયĂкѐ
д઼࡚ጯఙࡁտ۞јି̈́ڍֈҖ߆۞གྷរொᖼҌ઼̰Ă
ᚶᜈ᎕ໂેҖ˘ֱ݈ᖀّ۞ࡁտ̍үĂଯજ઼ᅫጯఙϹ
߹Ă֭ͷޙϲயຽࠧᄃጯ̝ࠧᓑᘭĂםӄயຽࠧ೩̿ᄦ
ฟ൴̝ਕ˧Ą
ѩѨၷضᒔረĂߏ࣎ˠໂ۞ၷ
Ă˵ߏ၆ٺଂְ˘Ϡ۞ିֈᄃࡁտ̍
ү۞ؠۺĄԧࢋຏᔁԧ˘̍ү۞Т
ְጯϠࣇĂপҾߏкѐВТซҖࡁտ
۞ՂࣰځЇĂͽ̈́ᄂ៉ࡊԫ̂ጯă઼
ࡊົăିֈొ۞͚ĄޢĂຏᔁԧ۞
छˠ۞͚វኗĂឰԧਕБ˧ଂְԧ
Ŝ

۞ࡁտ̍үĄ༊Ă˵ࢋຏᔁࡊ̮ڌԫ

ᄃՂࣰځЇ̈́லຽϠЪᇆ

͛ିૄ̈́ົܛෞᆶ؎ࣶ̝ؠۺĄ

၆ĺ̮ڌረĻ۞ഇ୕
̮ڌፖྭࢦă 3C ăૄᖂ̍ޙనඈкᅳાĂ
ۍဦΒӣֲ߷ă࡚߷ăለ߷ඈгĂߏ઼̰̈́͵ࠧࢦࢋЋ
ຽะဥ̝˘Ąࣃഢׂ۞ߏͽ̮ڌĶЋຽ̳ϔሀቑϠķ
ҋధ۞நهĂд 1993ѐјϲĶࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄົܛķĂ
᎕ໂ೩̿ۤົ၆ࡊٺԫăˠ͛ăᘹఙ۞ࢦෛĄĶᙯ
ᘃۤົķ۞ૣຐڱᄃүࠎĂໂຍཌྷᄃᆊࣃĄ
̚Ķ̮ڌረķҋ౹ᏱͽֽĂགྷ࿅˩кѐ۞ᚑᖰෞ
ᆶĂ̏གྷޙϲܫĂјࠎ઼̰ࢦࢋጯఙረี̝˘Ąέă
ăϹăјඈధкጯ७ౌĶ̮ڌረķᄃĶ઼ࡊົ
ረķඈረี֭ЕĂүࠎିरጯఙјಶ۞ᇾĄϏֽĂԓ
୕̮ڌЋຽਕۧĶᙯᘃۤົķ۞ຐڱĂᜈؠۺᄃခ
ᐽࡊԫᄃˠ͛ᅳા۞ጯ۰Ăଯજࡊԫ౹າࡁտĂܳ
ซˠ͛൴णĄ

History of Achievements
Professor Ho-mu Lin chose to pursue his graduate studies
at Okalahoma State University for the reason that the university
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was then the center of petroleum related research, particularly
thermodynamics of importance to petroleum industries. There
were quite a few outstanding professors in that area, such as W.
C. Edmister, R. N. Maddox, K. C. Chao, J. Erbar, R. L. Robinson.
Professor Lin studied chemical thermodynamics under the supervision of Professors Edmister and Robinson. In particular,
Prof. Lin learned the skills of conducting thermodynamic
experiments, which were the weakest area of research for Taiwanese students. In addition to experiments, Professor Lin’s
doctoral dissertation also includes a major portion of statistical
thermodynamics. Many of Professor Lin’s fellow students at
Okalahoma State University, e.g., B. I. Lee (Lee-Kesler
Equation), Han (Han-Starling Equation), H. G. Rackett
(Saturated-liquid Volume), have later become famous scholars
in the field of thermodynamics. The rigorous training at the graduate school provides a solid foundation for Professor Lin’s fruitful research career.
After doctoral study, Professor Lin stayed briefly at his
alma mater. During this period, the most important work involved
the development of coal conversion (gasification and liquefaction)
processes. In the 1970’s, due to the energy crisis, this was a challenging and important area of research. Since this beginning,
Professor Lin devoted himself to coal related research for thirty
years. In 1974 at Rice University, Professor Lin worked on research project on the liquefaction of natural gas, and completed
the investigation of gas/liquid/solid phase equilibria for the system of natural gas (methane)/carbon dioxide. These low-temperature measurements have provided fundamental data for dealing with the freezing problem in the liquefaction process,
due to the formation of dry ice (solid-state carbon dioxide).
The results of this research have been widely applied to
the process development, design, and operation of natural
gas liquefaction.
Faced by oil crisis, the US government has allocated
large grants to the development of coal conversion to fuels and other alternative energy resources. Professor Lin
was invited by Purdue University to help establishing high Ŝ ᄃՂᅈࣰੰܜЪᇆ
pressure/high temperature lab, in order to measure and
correlate thermodynamic properties needed in the coal gasification and liquefaction processes. The execution of the experiments
requires temperatures as high as 450¢J and pressures as high as
350 atm, exceeding limits of existing apparatus. Moreover, the
system contained a large amount of hydrogen, posing dangers
and difficulties to conducting the experiments. Professor Lin’s
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lab overcame all the problems to complete the measurements
successfully. The results of this research have provided basic
data for designing coal liquefaction plants (such as coal liquefaction projects sponsored by US Department of Energy and the
coal liquefaction processes at Exxon, Amoco, and Chevron). The
invented apparatus and experimental systems in this work
achieved the highest conditions of temperature/pressure in literature up to date. The results have received great attention and
have been highly cited in literature. The research on the gasification of coal produced fruitful results as well. For example,
SOSAL coal gasification plants in Africa made use of
results from that research. The apparatus invented by
Professor Lin is now widely used in the supercritical
fluid extraction processes. Professor Lin has worked for
more than twenty years at Purdue University, participating in or directing many research projects on the applications of supercritical fluids in food, medicine, and
other biotechnology processes (e.g., disinfection and
dyeing), with significant results.
Because of these achievements, Professor Lin has
served as an advisor to US DOE and DOA for many
Ŝ ણΐ͵̼ࠧ̍ѐົᄃநְົĞᛂॾᜋğ
years, and received awards from Exxon, Amoco,
Chevron, and American Petroleum Association. With the recurring focus on oil crisis in recent years, coal related research will
again become an important area, bringing attention to Professor
Lin’s research results, which not only can help the development
of energy resources from coal, but also can provide basic raw
materials for chemical industry in the future.
Professor Lin was invited by NSC in 1994 to return to Taiwan as Chair Professor, to help universities advancing the research in thermodynamics. He introduced several technologies
to Taiwan’s academia for further development. In addition to
research in thermodynamics and development in supercritical
fluid technologies, Professor Lin has also made efforts to
strengthen collaboration between academia and industry. He
helped several chemical companies, such as Taiwan Chang-Chun
Group and Chemax International Corp., improve their capabilities for developing new processes, and participated in some research projects at the Union Chemical Labs of ITRI. In the past,
thermodynamic research in Taiwan has never paid much attention to the development of new processes. Through consistent
efforts over the years, we have made significant progress. The
application of supercritical fluid technologies has also begun to
bloom in Taiwan, producing some promising results.
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Professor Lin has served as Director, Executive Director,
Vice President and President of ChIChE. He has served on the
Editorial Board, as Associate Editor-in-Chief, and Publisher of
J. ChIChE, as well as Publisher of Chemical Engineering
(Journal). He hosted Annual Meeting of Chemical Engineers,
participated in many ChIChE sponsored academic activities (such
as workshops, talks, conferences), and guest-edited special issues for both J. ChIChE and Chemical Engieering. Particularly
worth mentioning is his guest editing of the Vol. 27, No. 4 issue
of J. ChIChE in 1996, in which Professor Lin invited submissions from many important researchers in thermodynamics from
Japan, Canada, China, US. That issue marked the beginning of
the internationalization of J. ChIChE and helped to propel the
journal into SCI. Professor Lin is currently an Honorary Director of Chinese Institute of Engineers, on the Editorial Board of
JCIE, and on the International Advisory Board of Journal of
Chemical Engineering in Japan.
Professor Lin has served many terms as a committee member for evaluating and accrediting universities (including both
regular universities and technological universities/colleges). He
is currently on the committee for evaluating and accrediting national universities in Ministry of Education’s University Evaluation/Accreditation and Execution Plan. He is a Chemical Engineering Area committee member for Higher Education Evaluation and Accreditation Council of Taiwan.
He also participated in Ministry of Education’s Technical/Vocational Education Courses Continuation
Project and Improvement of Chemical Engineering
Education Project, and various other committees as
well. He has edited teaching materials for Industrial
Safety and Environment Protection. He is PI or CoPI of many key research projects at National Taiwan
Ŝ ၁រࡁވտဥฤ
University of Science and Technology with total
grants of more than NT$ 200 millions. Professor Lin has made
significant contribution in education, academic services, and research work.
In recent years, Professor Lin was Invited Speakers at several international conferences held in US, Canada, Germany,
Australia, and China. He co-chaired (and presented) at
2001ChemTech Conference (Chicago, USA). He led Taiwan
delegates to attend 2002 International Symposium on Engineering Education and Technology in the 21st Century (Florence,
Italy), and gave presentations. He is currently a board member
of APCChE and an international advisory committee member
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for World Chemical Engineering Council, greatly contributing
to international academic exchange and collaboration.
Professor Lin won Jin Kai-Ying Award from ChIChE in
2001 in recognition of his outstanding contribution to the development of chemical engineering technologies and chemical engineering education. In 2002, He was elected Shi Yan-Ping Chair
Professor (from National Cheng-Kung University) and received
Outstanding Engineering Professor Award from CIE.

Technical Contributions
1. Investigate the phase behavior for the system of natural
gas/carbon dioxide at conditions of liquefaction of natural gas. The results have helped resolved the freezing
problem in the liquefaction process.
2. Complete measurements and correlations of thermodynamic properties needed in coal gasification and liquefaction processes, providing fundamental information for
design and development of coal conversion plants.
3. Develop and apply supercritical fluid technologies.
Ŝ
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4. Involve in various research projects of importance to industries in Taiwan with fruitful results.
5. Strengthen connections between academia and industries
in Taiwan.
6. Promote international cooperation and exchange.
7. Provide assistance to local industries and improve their
capabilities of development of new processes.
8. Serve on advisory committee of government agencies
and universities.

Future Prospects in Research
Ongoing and future research projects including the
following:
1. Development of supercritical fluid technologies and
applications, particularly to nano-particles formation and
biochemical industries.
2. Development of processes with reactive distillation.
3. Investigation of phase equilibria for separations of
mixtures.
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4. Studies on the physical properties of polymer and polymer solutions.
5. Measurement and correlation of excess enthalpies of
mixtures.
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